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Editorial 

 
 

This new issue of JEASA is my first to prepare for publication as the general editor and I hope 

to continue the tradition of a diverse and even unconventional array of texts that offer 

European, Australian, and, indeed, international perspectives on Australian literature, history, 

culture and society, marking the ways in which these are intertwined with global histories and 

knowledges. My gratitude goes to David Callahan, the previous JEASA editor, who for many 

years managed, single-handedly, to keep the journal going and providing a venue for both 

established and emerging scholars to publish their work. It is my wish that JEASA builds on 

this tradition and expands its readership as well as the pool of contributions. I can only invite 

everyone with a scholarly interest in Australian studies to submit their critical articles, 

interviews with Australian authors and public figures, and reviews of recently published 

criticism and fiction, and/or to propose special guest-edited issues on a particular theme 

related to Australian studies.  

 

The present issue covers a range of topics and perspectives: several articles deal with both 

colonial and modern(ist) Australian writers and well-known literary texts, while others 

venture into the realms of cultural studies and social sciences. The methodologies range from 

providing new interpretations through textual analyses to nuanced biographies, from 

theoretical and socio-historical investigation to reading and interpreting photography. 

 

Alice Michel from France offers a reading of the colonial author Mary Fortune’s serial novel 

“Dora Carleton” (1866) as an example of previously neglected colonial fiction written by 

women and shows how its textual complexity allows for an interpretation in the context of 

the New Woman novel. 

  

In “A Man Apart: The Unwritten Tragedy of Henry Lawson,” Australian scholar John 

Barnes contemplates the discrepancies between the popular image of Lawson as the national 

writer and the image of a man who struggled all his life with adversity and his own demons, 

and calls for Lawson’s comprehensive biography that would recognize the tragic dimensions 

of his life and their impact on our interpretation of Lawson’s oeuvre. 

 

Barnabás Baranyi from Hungary outlines a fresh perspective on reading Katharine 

Susannah Prichard’s Coonardoo (1929) by extending the conventional argument relating 

Coonardo with the land and nature to include a short discussion of the novel’s representations 

of white and Aboriginal cultures. He frames this discussion, unconventionally, by using Hans 

Ulrich Gumbrecht’s concepts of “presence cultures” and “meaning cultures” described in The 

Production of Presence: What Meaning Cannot Convey. 

 

Michael Ackland from Australia combines in his article Christina Stead’s biography and 

textual analysis of her less-read novel House of All Nations (1938) to investigate the nuances 
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of Stead’s critique of finance capitalism, providing ample evidence for the novel’s framing 

within Stead’s interpretations of Marxist-Leninism.  

 

In his article “White(washing) Australia and Nationalism Theory of Ernest Gellner,” 

Arindam Das from India provides a close reading of Gellner’s theories of nation formation 

in order to extend the discussion of whiteness and nationalism with the Australian context of 

whiteness studies in mind and to re-interpret the foundational narrative of Australia as a white 

settler nation. 

 

John Ryan from Australia traces the interpretative shifts, from the colonial to contemporary 

period, in a series of photographic representations of the karri trees of south-western 

Australia in order to argue that they reveal a gradual turn from the purely aesthetic and/or 

utilitarian mode to more ethical concerns of environmentalist photography. 

 

I’m also delighted to present an interview—a feature I hope will become an enjoyable staple 

of the journal—with an acclaimed Australian poet Jessica Wilkinson, who talks about her 

passion for archives and for crafting poetic biographies out of them, as well as about the 

vibrant poetry community in Melbourne and poetry that she has found inspirational. 

 

In our book review section, five recent publications have been reviewed for the readers’ 

attention: Lars Jensen reviews Stewart Jackson’s account of the history and political rise of 

the Australian Green Party in The Australian Greens: From Activism to Australia’s Third 

Party; Martin Renes reviews Anne Brewster’s new book consisting of in-depth interviews 

with Aboriginal authors, Giving this Country a Memory: Contemporary Aboriginal Voices of 

Australia; Nataša Kampmark reviews Michael Wilding’s memoir Growing Wild; and Jean 

Page reviews two memoirs by Geoffrey Gibson, Taciturn Man and Other Tales of Australia 

and Matriarch: An Australian Novel of Love and War. 

 

Last but not least, I want to thank all reviewers, both Australian and European, who provided 

their expertise and time to evaluate submitted articles and helped sustain the high quality of 

the published texts. Thank you! 

 

Enjoy reading new JEASA! 

Martina Horakova 

JEASA general editor 


